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A perfect storm
“Perfect storm” is often used as an expression
to describe a combination of rare circumstances
that lead to a chaotic weather event. A tsunami
without an earthquake. No doubt the Covid-19
pandemic fits this description perfectly.
Fortunately, after any storm comes calm water –
a blue ocean. Anyone with sailing experience
knows the feeling of getting out of a storm and
cruising forward with very little wind. Surrounded
by calm waters till the horizon.
In a well-known business theory, “blue ocean”
refers to a market without competition. While the
majority of business strategies focus on building

a competitive advantage in the busy market
(red ocean), the blue ocean approach looks for
opportunities where there is no competition. This
means defining and shaping the market according
to the needs of consumers, instead of competing
within an existing crowded market.
The shock of the pandemic and related global
response creates a new environment for
companies and organisations. While we are still
in a mode of riding the waves of the storm, there
is a blue ocean waiting for those who will manage
to sail through the rough waters. With new
expectations and customer needs there will be
a blue ocean space in every sector of activity.
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But to get there, one needs
to weather the storm
The risks are not limited to the direct effects
of the pandemic. The storm goes way further
than the public health crisis. Some of the issues
were present well before the impact of Covid-19.
The pandemic made existing challenges more
visible and tangible. And the volatilities that were
inherent in the climate crisis, and an unstable
trade and political system, became more defining
when coupled with the economic downturn
resulting from the pandemic.
So, if your organisation was susceptible to the
issues before Covid-19, now more than ever, a
clear North Star is critical as a navigation point
to determine the way out of the crisis.
We have helped many large global companies,
small start-ups, SMEs, NGOs, IGNO and
foundations shape their North Star.

to be fundamentally rethought; it may just be a
question of crystallising the vision or aligning the
mission with new business realities. Or maybe the
new set of issues you face calls for a refined value
or purpose statement.
Our decade-long obsession with Leadership
NavigationTM has been reinforced by the
challenges that we see today. The rougher the
seas, the poorer the visibility, the stronger the
need for good navigation. We have noticed that
many management consultancies are rushing to
assist in this storm. We are too. But Leadership
NavigationTM is not a traditional management
consulting approach. It is fundamentally about
listening. Listening to stakeholders. Listening to
leadership ideas and vision. And then assisting
in formulating a strategy and visualising content
in a way that is emotionally engaging.

Discovering a North Star always generates new
energy and resolve. It is a good way to unify the
leadership team, rethink the focus and reshuffle
elements to restart. The North Star doesn’t need
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Between risk management and recovery – rethink restart
Some of the business risks related to the
pandemic are obvious (loss of productivity, loss of
revenues, loss of market/market share). However,
some are more difficult to express in a tangible
manner (employee motivation, new customer
expectations, brand and image management).
While focusing on the core of the business is the
right thing to do, it is sometimes easy to lose sight
of what will become the core of the recovery.

		
We need to rethink,
		 restart and prepare for
		 “business as unusual”
It is our conviction that the current perfect storm
actualises the idea of “Stakeholder Capitalism”
which was at the centre of the debate at the WEF
Annual Meeting in 2020. Many people will get on
board and recognise that we do need a new order
to reach our targets for a sustainable future. This
new momentum will pose significant threats to
carbon-intensive businesses and any enterprise
not in tune with the transformation that is likely
ahead. This also includes short-termism and
ignorance of social and human trends. With
sustainability becoming the core of doing business
and not an extra activity, the expectations are
high. And many organisations and industries have
struggled to meet these expectations in their
management of the Covid-19 crisis.
So, the storm, metaphorically speaking, is a
friend of fundamental change. But it can also
become the foe and result in reactionary
responses and thinking.

The transformation ahead will without a doubt
pose unprecedented stakeholder engagement
as the impact of the storm hits harder in more
sustained ways – creating division and frustration.
Businesses and organisations that wish to be
part of shaping a positive future must activate
their radar and recognise the changes in public
sentiment.
The skilful navigation of issues and of stakeholders
will be critical to leadership.
For instance, quick lobbying wins and discounting
societal and environmental obligations might do
“good” in the short term, but will be detrimental
to the future of business in the long term.
Stakeholders, civil society partners and conscious
customers will not forget which industries and
companies used the pandemic to “fix” the issues
that had nothing to do with it.
Crisis management is a balancing act between
the “present” and the “future”. The industries
forgetting about this balance will find themselves
in a perfectly shaped market space with
disappointed and disengaged customers,
and no business demand.
Consumer sentiments and behaviours will change
as a result of this perfect storm. There will be a
new normal. We call it “business as unusual”.
The Storm Navigator that we have developed is a
methodology that aims to support this balancing
act and facilitate the right decision-making for
long-term reputation management.
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Perfect storm – it is happening right now
Covid-19 is only one of the circumstances that
define the current perfect storm for businesses
and organisations around the globe. It is actually
more of a trigger for the awakening of other
more fundamental systemic issues.
Through our global media research, we identified
four challenges that are currently fuelling the
perfect storm and impacting business operations
dramatically:

•

The Covid-19 pandemic

•

The global economic downturn

•

Climate change and sustainability concerns

•

The new Europe (post-Brexit)

Many organisations would be able to cope
with some of these challenges individually, but
together they represent an unparalleled set of
challenges to business and economic continuity.
These issues are interconnected and, in many
cases, aggravate the consequences of each other.
And without a response, they will continue to
worsen in consequence and impact.
And let us be bold and state the following:
how the future looks will be as much a matter
of emotions as a matter as of economics.
People’s idea of life and what is important will
have changed as a result of the imposed isolation.
There has been a lot of rethinking going on. And
out of this crisis will come new attitudes and
desires. The choices and perceptions will be
driven by emotional attitudes more than
rational reasoning.

The North Star of the organisation and the
way it lives the vision, mission and values will
determine the trust and goodwill from customers
and stakeholders.
We predict the decline of businesses that fail
to connect emotionally with their stakeholders
when we get back to business as unusual.
If you fail on emotion you can forget about
economics.
The right narrative will be essential to success.
And there is only one way to establish good
narratives: to understand, recognise and respond
to stakeholder sentiments and ensure that it links
back to the core of the organisation’s DNA.
Organisations everywhere are going to need to
rethink many aspects of their positioning and check
whether they are adequately prepared to emerge
from this period with their reputations intact.

•

How well are companies prepared for
this new situation?

•

How will they emerge once the current
Covid-19 lockdowns are lifted?

•

What can companies do now to strengthen
their position?

The actions and advocacy undertaken now will
define the future reputation of the organisation.

You do not need to be a sophisticated futurist
to predict the rise of local businesses, national
tourism, social enterprises and experiences that
reinforce close relationships and meaningfulness.
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Big picture view
of the corporate
risks
The media research confirms the initial
impression. The subject of coronavirus focuses
on the aspects related to public health (especially
for healthcare companies) and staff retention
(for all the other sectors). On the subject of
economic downturn, the impact of Covid-19
on the workforce is the most visible issue. This
ranges from the short-term impacts to the longterm downsizing and labour consequences. Within
the subject of ESG and sustainability, sustainable
finance and sustainable investment models are
the most prominent in the media coverage.
Interestingly, with the Covid-19 pandemic, the
subject of a new Europe expanded beyond Brexit
and focused further on the demographics and
a social structure of Europe.

Taking a closer look at
interconnected risks in
Switzerland
We decided to look at the four circumstances
of the current perfect storm — the Covid-19
pandemic, the global economic downturn,
climate change, the new Europe (post-Brexit)
— and look at the media coverage of each
of them in key industries in Switzerland.
For each of the components, we defined ten
thematic clusters and ran media searches for
the Swiss-based companies in healthcare,
FMCG, trading, and agriculture sectors.
It is clear that while global media discourse
shaped by the perfect storm is multi-faceted,
the impact on the companies is still somewhat
limited and focused around a small set of factors.
This means that the risks are concentrated.
Yet, there is a broader range of reputational
opportunities for the companies to engage with.
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The highest number of media mentions
according to the subjects for specific sectors

PHARMA AND
HEALTHCARE

It is clear that the media coverage of the
companies is concentrated around limited
aspects. These are also more negative aspects
of the issues and therefore represent an
important reputational risk.
Covid-19

Highest average online mentions related to Covid-19
and public health

1180

Economic downturn

Highest average online mentions that discussed
the impact of Covid-19 on the workforce

91

Sustainability

Highest average online mentions related
to sustainable finance

262

Political stability

Highest average online mentions that discussed Brexit

85

and demographics

83

Highest average online mentions related to managing a
remote workforce

211

and staff retention during the pandemic

209

Economic downturn

Highest average online mentions that discussed the impact
of Covid-19 on the workforce

53

Sustainability

Highest average online mentions related to sustainable
finance

189

Political stability

Highest average online mentions that discussed Brexit

41

and demographics

28

Highest average online mentions related
to public health during the pandemic

179

and staff retention

149

Economic downturn

Highest online mentions that discussed
the impact of Covid-19 on the workforce

27

Sustainability

Highest average online mentions related
to sustainable finance

138

Political stability

Highest average online mentions that discussed Brexit

30

and demographics

23

Covid-19

Highest number of online mentions related
to the impact of Covid-19 on raw materials

10

Economic downturn

Highest average online mentions that discussed
the impact of Covid-19 on the workforce

1

Sustainability

Highest average online mentions related
to sustainable finance

32

Political stability

Highest average online mentions that
discussed demographics

6

and Brexit

5

FMCG

Covid-19

TRADING AND
SHIPPING

Covid-19

AGRICULTURE

The biggest untapped opportunity seems
to be in the subject of ESG and sustainability.
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The companies taking a proactive stance
on these subjects can benefit from stakeholder
and consumer goodwill. Given the changing
regulatory discourse and multiple voices

requiring linking government support
with environmental performance, the
ESG can rapidly become a sine qua
non for business.

Media focus profiles
Fast-Moving Consumer Goods (CH)

Agriculture (CH)

Pharma and Healthcare (CH)

Trading and Shipping (CH)
Covid-19

Political stability
Relations with China

Staff retention

Future of the euro

Raw materials

Anti-democratic
and populist movements

Public health

South v North Europe
and old vs new Europe
Demographics
Immigration

10

Essential services

9

Operational disruption

8

Finance and liquidity

7

Moving online
Managing remote workforce

6

New trading partnerships
Tariffs & standards

5

Changing trade patterns
between UK and rest
of Europe

4

Losing clients/ business
Business continuity

3
2

Brexit

1

Sustainability

Economic downturn

Tax evasion

Oil prices

Modern slavery

Impact on workforce

Mandatory reporting
standards

Unprofitable customers
/products

Sustainable finance

Cost reductions

Sustainable land use

Regional inequalities
/variations

Water scarcity

Access to capital finance

Plastics and the environment

Liquidity support

Emission targets

Currency movements

Sustainable Development
Goals (SDG)

Erosion of public spending

Climate change

Fast-Moving Consumer
Goods (CH)

Movement of interest rates

Pharma and
Healthcare (CH)

Agriculture
(CH)

Trading and
Shipping (CH)

10

10

10

10

9

9

9

9

8

8

8

8

7

7

7

7

6

6

6

6

5

5

5

5

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1
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Co-creation of insights for
better decision making
The Perfect Storm analysis consists
of the following elements:

•

Our proprietary assessment of the issues –
what are the main challenges and issues across
each of the four sections? This will be a trend
analysis based on in-house research coupled
with an expert interpretation from senior
consultants specialised in crisis and issues
management, corporate communications,
sustainability, climate change, and company
preparedness. We will share this analysis with
the client at the start of the interview process.

•

Company’s own assessment – what does
the client see as the main challenges across
the four sections? How does the company
rank the issues? We will use the first part of
a facilitated interview to assist the client in
identifying issues, assess the importance of the
issues, and map them against our proprietary
landscape analysis using an interactive
analytical tool to guide the interview.

•

Company preparedness – how well is the
client prepared for the challenges? How is it
organised to respond to these challenges?
What short-, medium- and long-term analyses
is the client already undertaking? What
activities are planned? How is the workforce
engaged in this process? The second part
of the interview will focus on the company’s
perceived preparedness.

•

An early insight into peer comparison – how
do other companies use this period to prepare
themselves for the new situation? As a quick
follow-up to the interview, we will promptly
share some early insights into what peer
companies are doing.

We believe that this agile and iterative process
delivers the most relevant results that can be
directly taken into account in the strategic
planning processes.
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What will “business as unusual” look like?
During Covid-19, we have seen some businesses
take an opportunistic approach and try to use the
pandemic to achieve historic, long-term lobbying
goals. We predict that these industries will come
under increasing scrutiny from stakeholders and
interest groups. This is already visible with the
strings that are attached to rescue packages
for industries in Europe. In addition, there is a
growing pressure to link any rescue packages with
the commitment to respect the environmental
goals (in the EU with the European Green Deal).
It is only a matter of time until the Sustainable
Development Goals come back into the equation.
On the practical level, cities are redesigned
to support more green mobility (looking at
examples of Milan and Brussels for instance).
This is a very tangible example that shows
people will be confronted with new normal
at every step of their lives. And they will be
constantly reminded of the paradigm shift.
This is where practical will meet emotional.
So, how can you navigate this challenging
communication environment?
The following steps will help to navigate the
recovery and support of stakeholder relations:
1. Benchmarking organisational priorities
and risks against an external environment
It is crucial to define which of the industry-wide
risks matter for the company and its stakeholders.
The benchmark against industry context allows
us to identify the gaps and issues as well as the
opportunities for intensified engagement.

3. Developing powerful holistic narratives
The companies and organisations gain a license
to lead the discourse about economic recovery.
Defining a clear North Star and vision supports
rethinking and restarting of the business. This
shapes the operating environment and reinforces
communications efforts.
4. Leveraging what is here to stay
Digital solutions, creative ways of engaging with the
stakeholders, and more agile team work are some of
the ways of working and interacting that have been
introduced as a response to the pandemic and are
here to stay.
5. Integrating sustainability and ESG further
Global issues on both the environmental and
societal sides are here to stay. It might be that
the discourse was overtaken by the pandemic, but
some of the key global challenges still need to be
addressed. The companies and organisations using
the pandemic to put on hold their environmental
performance might find themselves challenged
by a changing landscape.
The extent to which organisations will embrace this
changing landscape and environment will define
their future role as corporate citizens as well as
their future business success. It will position them
to succeed and shape consumer behaviour – or to
fail and become victims of stakeholder action.

2. Understanding the stakeholder landscape
and stakeholder perceptions
This is not the time to “assume” what the
stakeholders want and what is important for
them. Many organisations enter an echo chamber
in which they communicate only with their
supporters or traditional influencers.
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